
Natural	Language	Processing

Large	Language	Models



BAIR	NLP	Workshop
▪ Friday,	October	20,	in	BWW	and	virtual	
▪ Highlights:	

▪ Language	and	interaction	
▪ Applications	to	healthcare,	machine	translation	
▪ RL	and	NLP	
▪ Vision	and	language	
▪ Speech	interfaces	
▪ Social	reasoning	

▪ Agenda:	https://docs.google.com/document/d/19V5q68itc3_qb8VvH5poByrVP0TaZtQvJ-
zOO6aRZS0/edit		

▪ RSVP:	https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/
1FAIpQLSdRD2d824hprCr-2ib8zY_d0wAKfLvyzLeCDN6gU5Nuc6QY_g/viewform?
usp=sf_link	

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19V5q68itc3_qb8VvH5poByrVP0TaZtQvJ-zOO6aRZS0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19V5q68itc3_qb8VvH5poByrVP0TaZtQvJ-zOO6aRZS0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19V5q68itc3_qb8VvH5poByrVP0TaZtQvJ-zOO6aRZS0/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdRD2d824hprCr-2ib8zY_d0wAKfLvyzLeCDN6gU5Nuc6QY_g/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdRD2d824hprCr-2ib8zY_d0wAKfLvyzLeCDN6gU5Nuc6QY_g/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdRD2d824hprCr-2ib8zY_d0wAKfLvyzLeCDN6gU5Nuc6QY_g/viewform?usp=sf_link


Training	Language	Models



Recap:	Language	Modeling	Objective

▪ Assume	we	have	training	dataset	including	documents	
comprising	sequences	of	bytes	
	

▪ Our	objective	is	to	find	the	LM	parameters	that	maximize	the	
probability	of	this	dataset	

▪ We	assume	documents	are	tokenized	into	sequences	that	the	
LM	models	autoregressively:



Tokenization

▪ Maps	from	byte	sequences	to	
sequences	of	tokens,	where	each	token	
is	part	of	a	set	vocabulary



Tokenization

▪ Approach:	simple	heuristics	(split	on	
spaces,	handle	punctuation	gracefully)

“They currently play their home 
games at Acrisure Stadium.”

“They” “currently” “play” “their” “home” 
“games” “at” “Acrisure” “Stadium” “.”

Example from CMU LLMs course

Problem:	requires	defining	
heuristics,	including	for	edge	cases

Problem:	heuristics	are	not	
generalizable	to	all	languages



Tokenization

▪ Approach:	simple	heuristics	(split	on	
spaces,	handle	punctuation	gracefully)

“They currently play their home 
games at Acrisure Stadium.”

“They” “currently” “play” “their” “home” 
“games” “at” “Acrisure” “Stadium” “.”

Example from CMU LLMs course

Problem:	results	in	very	large	
vocabularies

Problem:	little	we	can	learn	about	
the	rarest	words

Problem:	many	words	never	appear	
in	the	training	data



Character-	/	Byte-Level	Models

▪ Approach:	vocabulary	is	simply	all	
possible	Unicode	characters	that	might	
appear

Problem:	representations	of	each	
character	are	not	meaningful

Problem:	input	sequences	become	
very	long

Problem:	model	also	needs	to	learn	
how	to	compose	words	from	

characters



Tokenization

▪ Approach:	subword	tokenization,	where	
frequent	words	are	kept	whole	and	
infrequent	words	are	broken	into	parts

“They currently play their home 
games at Acrisure Stadium.”

'▁They', '▁currently', '▁play', 
'▁their', '▁home', 
'▁games', '▁at', '▁A', 'cris', 
'ure', '▁Stadium', '.'

Example from CMU LLMs course



Byte	Pair	Encoding
▪ Gradually	constructs	vocabulary	given	a	target	
size	

▪ Starts	with	a	base	vocabulary	consisting	of	all	
characters	in	the	training	data	

▪ Iteratively	constructs	vocabulary:	
▪ Tokenizes	all	training	documents	given	the	
current	vocabulary	

▪ Adds	the	most	common	bigram	to	the	
vocabulary	

▪ Terminates	when	target	vocabulary	size	is	
reached



Byte	Pair	Encoding

Example from HuggingFace

Documents + frequencies: (“hug”, 10), ("pug", 5), ("pun", 12), ("bun", 4), ("hugs", 5)

("h" "u" "g", 10), ("p" "u" "g", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "u" "g" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“hug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “ug”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “ug”, “p”, “un”, “b”, “s”) 

(“hug”, “p”, “ug”, “un”, “b”, “h”, “s”) 



Byte	Pair	Encoding

Example from HuggingFace

Documents + frequencies: (“hug”, 10), ("pug", 5), ("pun", 12), ("bun", 4), ("hugs", 5)

("h" "u" "g", 10), ("p" "u" "g", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "u" "g" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“hug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “ug”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “ug”, “p”, “un”, “b”, “s”) 

(“hug”, “p”, “ug”, “un”, “b”, “h”, “s”) 



("h" "u" "g", 10), ("p" "u" "g", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "u" "g" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“hug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

Byte	Pair	Encoding

Example from HuggingFace

Documents + frequencies: (“hug”, 10), ("pug", 5), ("pun", 12), ("bun", 4), ("hugs", 5)

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”) 

(“h”, “u”, “ug”, “p”, “un”, “b”, “s”) 

(“hug”, “p”, “ug”, “un”, “b”, “h”, “s”) 



Byte	Pair	Encoding

Example from HuggingFace

Documents + frequencies: (“hug”, 10), ("pug", 5), ("pun", 12), ("bun", 4), ("hugs", 5)

("h" "u" "g", 10), ("p" "u" "g", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "u" "g" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“hug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”, “un”) 

(“hug”, “p”, “ug”, “un”, “b”, “h”, “s”) 



Byte	Pair	Encoding

Example from HuggingFace

Documents + frequencies: (“hug”, 10), ("pug", 5), ("pun", 12), ("bun", 4), ("hugs", 5)

("h" "u" "g", 10), ("p" "u" "g", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "u" "g" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“hug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”, “un”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”, “un”, “hug”) 



Byte	Pair	Encoding
Documents + frequencies: (“hug”, 10), ("pug", 5), ("pun", 12), ("bun", 4), ("hugs", 5)

("h" "u" "g", 10), ("p" "u" "g", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "u" "g" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "u" "n", 12), ("b" "u" "n", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

("h" "ug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“hug", 10), ("p" "ug", 5), ("p" "un", 12), ("b" "un", 4), ("h" "ug" "s", 5) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”, “un”) 

(“h”, “u”, “g”, “p”, “n”, “b”, “s”, “ug”, “un”, “hug”) 

New word: “puns”

“p” “u” “n” “s” “p” “un” “s”



Modern	Tokenization	and	Vocabularies

▪ Subword	tokenization	is	used	for	all	modern	pretrained	models	
(though	people	are	still	experimenting	with	character-based	
models)	

▪ Vocabularies	contain	~50-250k	wordpieces	
▪ Pretrained	word	embeddings	(e.g.	GloVe)	aren’t	necessary



Modern	Tokenization	and	Vocabularies

Example from UT Austin CS 388



Training	Data

▪ Transformer	models	are	very	data-hungry	
▪ Solution:	just	scrape	the	web	
▪ CommonCrawl:	publicly	available	web	scrape	collected	since	
2007	containing	250B	webpages,	comprising	82%	of	tokens	
used	to	train	GPT-3



Data	Sources

▪ Domain-specific	webpages:	
▪ Code	and	mathematics:	Github,	StackOverflow	
▪ Academic	and	scientific	work:	arXiv,	bioRxiv,	PubMed	
▪ Books:	Project	Gutenberg	
▪ General	knowlege:	Wikipedia	

▪ Domain-general	sources:	
▪ Social	media	(reddit,	Twitter)	
▪ News	sites



Web	Scraping

1. Seed	webcrawler	with	initial	URLs	
2. Identify	new	URLs	via	outlinks	
3. Download	HTML	representation	of	webpage	
4. Scrape	HTML	for	raw	text	
5. Postprocess	texts



Web	Data	is	Noisy

• Deduplication	
• Remove	junk	/	nonsense	text	that’s	very	unlikely	according	to	a	
simple	n-gram	language	model	

• Remove	uninteresting	pages	with	few	inlinks	
• Remove	non-English	data	with	external	classifiers



Web	Data	is	Unfiltered

• Personally	identifiable	information	(PII)	or	other	personal	
information	

• Adult	content	
• Explicit	hate	speech,	disinformation	
• Copyrighted	data	
• Test	data	from	NLP	benchmarks…



Downstream	Effects



Social	Impacts	of	Webscraping

▪ Trained	language	models	encode:		
▪ Biases	explicitly	or	implicitly	encoded	in	their	training	data	
▪ Personal	information	about	individuals	present	on	the	web	
▪ Copyrighted	data

Karla Ortiz Sarah Andersen Glaze, Shan et al. 2023, USENIX



Tradeoffs	in	Filtering

• Personally	identifiable	
information	(PII)	or	other	
personal	information	

• Adult	content		
• Explicit	hate	speech,	
disinformation

Phone	numbers	of	public	
companies’	customer	service	
lines?

What	might	appear	to	be	
hateful	or	toxic	speech	is	
context-dependent

Very	culturally	dependent



Tradeoffs	in	Filtering

Banerjee and Rubungo, Princeton COS597G



Tradeoffs	in	Filtering

Banerjee and Rubungo, Princeton COS597G



Pretraining	Corpora

WIMBD: What’s in my big data? Elazar et al. 2023, coming soon to Arxiv…



Pretraining	Corpora

WIMBD: What’s in my big data? Elazar et al. 2023, coming soon to Arxiv…



Using	Language	Models



What	do	(L)LMs	learn?

▪ Case	study:	BERT	
▪ Attention	statistics	across	layers

Clark et al. 2019, examples from CMU LLMs course



▪ Case	study:	BERT	
▪ Attention	patterns	within	sequences

Clark et al. 2019, examples from CMU LLMs course

What	do	(L)LMs	learn?



▪ Case	study:	BERT	
▪ Attention	patterns	within	sequences

Clark et al. 2019, examples from CMU LLMs course

What	do	(L)LMs	learn?



▪ Case	study:	BERT	
▪ Probing	what’s	recoverable	from	(encoded	in)	internal	
representations	

Tenney et al. 2019

What	do	(L)LMs	learn?



▪ Probing	the	dynamics	of	learning

Liu et al. 2021

Linguistic tasks Commonsense 
tasks

Reasoning 
tasks

What	do	(L)LMs	learn?



Zero-	and	Few-Shot	Evaluation

▪ We’ve	trained	our	language	model.	What	next?	
	

▪ How	well	does	it	do	on	NLP	tasks?	
▪ To	evaluate:	prompt	the	model



Zero-Shot	Prompting

Example from CMU LLMs course

Sentiment	Classification



Example from CMU LLMs course

Summarization

Zero-Shot	Prompting



Example from CMU LLMs course

Machine	
Translation

Few-Shot	Prompting	(In-Context	Learning)



Evaluation	on	NLP	Tasks

Radford et al. 2019



Evaluation	on	NLP	Tasks

Liang et al. 2022

Why	does	this	work?



Why	Prompting	Works

Example from CMU LLMs course



Why	Prompting	Works

Xie et al. 2021



40.9 
52.4 
68.2 
71.2

Why	a	Particular	Prompt	Works?

Golen et al. 2022

A. What is this piece of news regarding? 
B. What is this news article about? 
C. What is the best way to describe this article? 
D. What is the most accurate label for this news article?



88.5 

51.3

Why	a	Particular	Prompt	Works?

Golen et al. 2022

A. Review: <negative review> 
Answer: Negative 
 
Review: <positive review> 
Answer: Positive 

B. Review: <positive review> 
Answer: Positive 
 
Review: <negative review> 
Answer: Negative



Why	a	Particular	Prompt	Works?

Min et al. 2022



Sensitivity	to	Prompt	Features

▪ Few-shot	examples:	
▪ Choice	of	examples	
▪ Labels	provided	with	examples	
▪ Ordering	of	examples	

▪ Prompt	design:	
▪ How	task	is	formulated	
▪ Wording	
▪ Formatting



Sensitivity	to	Prompt	Features

Sclar et al. 2023, to appear on Arxiv very soon…



Chain-of-Thought	Prompting

▪ Main	idea:	prompt	model	to	include	a	step-by-step	solution	of	
the	problem	being	solved

Wei et al. 2022



Chain-of-Thought	Prompting

▪ Main	idea:	prompt	model	to	include	a	step-by-step	solution	of	
the	problem	being	solved

Wei et al. 2022



Chain-of-Thought	Prompting

▪ Main	idea:	“tell”	the	model	to	think	step-by-step

Kojima et al. 2022
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Chain-of-Thought	Prompting
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Chain-of-Thought	Prompting

▪ Main	idea:	“tell”	the	model	to	think	step-by-step
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Chain-of-Thought	Prompting

▪ Main	idea:	“tell”	the	model	to	think	step-by-step

Kojima et al. 2022



Self-Consistency

Wang et al. 2023



Access	to	External	Tools

Program-Aided Language Models, Gao et al. 2022 Self-Ask, Press et al. 2022



Discussion

▪ Thursday:	Adaptation	—	fine-tuning	(via	adapters,	freezing	
layers,	etc.),	prompt	tuning,	instruction-tuning,	RLHF	

▪ What	are	your	experiences	with	prompting	language	models?	
▪ Can	we	say	a	model	has	some	competency	x	if	there	exists	
some	prompt	p	such	that	when	the	model	is	prompted	with	p,	
it	appears	to	perform	well	on	some	test	data	representative	of	
competency	x?


